
 
 

 

 
 

LollyWaffle INSTRUCTIONS 
 

SAFETY TIPS 
 

When using any of our waffle irons, safety precautions should always be followed including: 
 

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING OUR IRONS AND EQUIPMENT. 
SUPERVISION: 

� Close supervision is necessary when the iron is used near children. Children should 
never be allowed to use unsupervised. 

� Never leave the iron on unsupervised or overnight. Iron should always be turned off 
when leaving. 

 
ELECTRICAL:  

 
� To protect against electrical shock and damage to the iron, do not put the unit in water, 

dishwasher or a sink. Never allow liquid to enter the control panel, vent holes, or other 
openings. 

� Do not operate the iron if you observe damage to the electrical cord or plug or if the 
iron has been dropped or damaged in any manner. The iron must be returned to A V 

Party Rentals for examination or repair immediately. 
� Always unplug the iron from the electrical outlet when it is not in use, especially before 

cleaning. 
� Do not allow the power cord to come into contact with hot surfaces. A heavy-duty 

extension cord 12-gauge or stronger may be used if necessary. 
 

  



 
 

 

HEAT WARNING: 

 
� When on, the iron can be extremely hot. Avoid any contact with any parts of the iron 

(especially the plates and plate covers) besides the handles to prevent being burnt. 
� We do not suggest using any type of cooking oil with the irons. Oils can cause plate 

damage, damage the machines finish and create possible hot spots. LollyWaffle mix 
needs only water. 

� Never place any object besides waffle mix or skewers, especially your fingers, inside 

plates. Doing so may cause severe burns injury or damage to the iron itself.  
� Extreme caution must be used when moving the iron, especially when hot. Always 

verify the iron is not hot before moving. 
� The use of accessory attachments, other than those made available specifically for use 

with this iron, is not recommended and may cause injury. 
� Do not use this iron for other than its intended use. 
� Observe and follow customary sanitation guidelines when using this machine. 
� Keep plates open when not in use to prevent Teflon damage. 

 

OPERATION 
 
PREPERATION: 

� Set temperature to 357°F (green line - EZ Churro may vary) 
� Let unit preheat until heat light turns off (means fully heated) 
� Keep plates open when not in use to prevent Teflon damage. 

 
MIXING: 

� Do not add anything except water to mix (No cooking oils or sprays) 
� Add 1.5 - 1.75 cups of water to one bag of LollyWaffle Mix in batter pourer (adjust to 

preference) 
� Stir completely until all mix is dissolved (including edges) 
� Mix is good for up to four hours (or overnight in refrigerator) 

 
COOKING: 

� Oil or cooking spray is NOT recommended to preserve Teflon life 
� Pour batter into waffle iron to fill bottom half 
� Insert LollyWaffle skewer (except on Churro and Belgian) 
� Close lid and rotate machine 
� Turn timer to 3.5 minutes (or as directed). EZ-Churro is appx. 1.5 minutes. 
� When timer dings, rotate iron back 

 
  



 
 

 

REMOVING: 
 

DO NOT USE METAL OR SHARP UTENSILS EVER 

 
� Gently use plastic or wood utensil or skewer to remove waffle evenly on all edges 
� If waffle is sticking, it is likely because burnt product (oil, etc) was left on prior to 

cooking 

KEEP PLATES OPEN WHEN NOT IN USE 
 

CLEANING 
 

When using LollyWaffle Machines with LollyWaffle mix, little to no cleaning is required. 

However, when you add cooking spray or oil to the mixes, it can cause a much messier 

cleanup, cause the waffles to stick and will cause burning around the edge of the plates. 

 
� Do not use metal or sharp tools on plates. They will damage Teflon. 
� Only use non-abrasive sponge or towel to wipe down or clean. 

� Do not use chemicals. 

� Use only water or mild soap and water to clean machine. 

� Do not get water on control panel or underneath plates. 

 

� DO NOT USE SHARP UTENSILS 

� DO NOT SUBMERGE IN WATER 

� DO NOT USE CHEMICALS 

� NO OILS OR COOKING SPRAYS 

 


